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HONG KONG
HONG KONG has a free market economy, highly dependent on
international trade and finance.lt also has mixed legal system of
common law based on the English model and Chinese customary
law (in matters of family and land tenure)
~

Hong Kong is a major international financial center and also
an important trade & cultural hub.

~

Hong Kong is one of the world's leading international financial
centers.

~

It has a major capitalist services economy characterized by
low taxation and free trade.

~

The currency, Hong Kong dollar, is the 8th most traded
currency in the world as of 2012.

Services provided by OPULENTUS
Our consultants are experienced in processing visas under all the
categories given below:

MIGRATE TO HONG KONG
Hong Kong has a unique fusion of western & eastern culture where
the old & new live side by side. Beyond the gleaming high-rises and
glitzy shopping malls, it has old and heritage sites also. Hong Kong's
economic freedom, financial and economic competitiveness, quality
of life, corruption perception are all ranked highly.
STUDY IN HONG KONG
Hong Kong is home to eight government -funded universities
offering dozens of major areas of study. All the universities have
English as their major medium of communication, making it easier
for international students to understand concepts easily. Studying in
Hong Kong will give you a broad prospective on life, culture & ethics.
These universities provide scholarship for overseas students every
year and it is awarded on the competitive basis, and the selection
process takes into account both academic ability & financial needs.
Dependents of a person holding HK Student Visa can migrate to
Hong Kong under the student dependent visa.
SETTLE IN HONG KONG
Settling in a new city is often a challenge. And there are various
services and activities for new arrivals, such as familiarization
courses, employment seminars, language classes, experience
sharing and visit etc. Hong Kong is renowned for its simple tax structure with low tax rates. The Labor Department provides free employment services for job seekers who are lawfully employable in
Hong Kong.

WORK IN HONG KONG
Overseas professionals who possess special skills, knowledge or
experience of value which is not readily available in Hong Kong, or
who are in a position to make substantial contributions to the
economy, may apply to work here under the General Employment
Policy (GEP). Applicants must have a confirmed offer of employment, the remuneration package of which must be broadly commensurate with the prevailing market rate of Hong Kong . In 2011,30,557
overseas professionals were admitted under the GEP.
INVEST IN HONG KONG
The Hong Kong Dollar is the 8th most traded currency in the world.
Hong Kong has one of the highest per capita incomes in the world.
"Hong Kong ranked world's freest economy for 18th consecutive
year" in May 2012. Some century-old organizations still use the
name, such as the Hong Kong Post, Hong Kong Electric and The
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC). The Hong
Kong has traditionally played a mostly passive role in the economy,
with little by way of industrial policy and almost no import or export
controls. Market forces and the private sector were allowed to determine practical development. Under the official policy of "positive
non-interventionism", Hong Kong is often cited as an example of
laissez-faire capitalism.
VISIT HONG KONG
Hong Kong is a miracle that has combined West and East. It has one
of the world's great cityscape across Asia's greatest harbor and
shopping malls. And at night it features an artistic constellation of
glimmering lights from the buildings and luxury hotels
HONG KONG EVALUATION
Hong Kong follows a point based system for its Quality Migrant
Admission Scheme; applicants who fulfill a certain set of predefined
requirements are considered eligible to apply for HK QMAS. The
applicant should score minimum 80 points out of 165, then only
he/she will be eligible for Hong Kong Visa. Opulentus will help you in
evaluation of your profile and will choose the best visa for you.
We assist the person in getting successfully settled in Hong Kong.
We cater to all the visa needs of a client and provide best visa
solution.
To help clients , we have come up with new initiative called
"JOB SOG" an online portal ; which fills the gap between the job
seekers and the employers from Hong Kong.
You can call us, chat with us or fix an appointment with our
professional consultants and clarify your doubts and queries.
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DUBAI
Dubai is a part of the United Arab Emirates with a city that is the
hub of international trade and business. People from various
parts of the world make a beeline to this city of gold for business.

DUBAI EVALUATION
Visas to Dubai are varied and each respective visa has its own
requirements. The applicant has to meet the eligibility requirements
of Dubai Immigration Department. Opulentus will help you in evaluation of your profile and will choose the best visa for you.

~

Dubai is a tourist's dream world - a city of relaxation, fun and
frolic.

~

Dubai is a land of opportunities for both skilled and unskilled
professionals

~

They take care of all the visa processing and documentation

~

Dubai is a tax free country

~

Well versed in selecting the visa that suits best for you.

~

The cosmopolitan culture of Dubai attracts foreigners from far
and wide.

~

Guide you on landing to help you find your way.

~

Liaisons with job agents to find suitable job for you.

~

Tourists who are fashion conscious will never get disappointed
as there are enormous shopping malls and boutiques.

~

Once you land in Dubai, you might not think it is an Arab country
Free trade activities in gold allows visitors to purchase and bring
loads of gold back home.

~

For those coming to the UAE to search for a job, you will be entering
the UAE on a visit visa and once you have found a job, you can
transfer to a residence visa by either re-entering the country or else
directly transferring it.

Services provided by OPULENTUS
Our professional consultants will assist you in many ways; like:

MIGRATE TO DUBAI
Dubai is a tourist's delight and there are many opportunities for
business and work that could upgrade one's standard of living. It is
a gateway to become rich as it is a international hub of trade, as
scores of people visiting the place are busy making business deals,
fetching a lot of revenue.
STUDY IN DUBAI
Dubai provides the opportunity to earn more, with much focus on
business. The income earned in Dubai is tax free but when converted into Indian rupee it is taxable under Indian Income Tax
Department.

Counselors at Opulentus will assist and guide you in getting a
permanent visa to migrate to Dubai and settle down there.

SINGAPORE
Singapore lies in the heart of Asia - a bustling, world-class citystate that has made waves around the world for its business
excellence, connectivity to the rest of the world, and innovation.
Singapore is among the world's most popular immigration and
work destinations. It is cosmopolitan city-state. In a recent survey,
the country achieved a unique distinction of being the best city in
the world to live in, for Asian expatriates. The nation is also
among the world's most successful commercial and business
center with a stable economy.
The country offers the best lifestyle through excellent infrastructure, great food, entertainment and dependable transportation
system.
It is geographically well-located for residents from majority of the
Asian countries. It is also a gateway to most of the ASEAN and
Asia Pacific countries. It has
• Low Taxation Rates,
• High Quality & Affordable Local Transport,
• Friendly climate.

SETTLE IN DUBAI
Dubai is city of Gold; and improves your lifestyle and earning. As it
has higher rate of earnings for both skilled and unskilled with international exposure.
VISIT TO DUBAI
It is a popular place for tourists; with shopping malls, Gold selling
spots, beachfront, etc. it is an ideal place for women as it has best of
clothes, jewelry and other accessories.
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Services provided by OPULENTUS
The services provided by Opulentus are given below:

STUDY IN SINGAPORE
Studying from a foreign university is always an advantage in ones
academic and professional life. Singapore student visa facilitates a
overseas student to study in any educational institute for a full time
course.
SETTLE IN SINGAPORE
Singapore boasts of one of the lowest income tax rate in the world.
The prices of basic necessities such as food, clothing, public transport, basic education and utilities in Singapore are quite moderate.
MIGRATE TO SINGAPORE
Singapore not only provides the migrant with advanced opportunities but also offers an enriching learning experience in terms of
culture and people. It is no longer a restricting factor for an individual
to worry to take a leap in career or to pursue further studies.
WORK IN SINGAPORE
For an individual, it is an unique experience to work abroad as
he/she gets a exposure to an international work culture and acquiring new skills.
VISIT SINGAPORE
It is one of the best place to spend holiday's; as it is affordable in
terms of food, shopping public transport and it also fits your budget
to visit Singapore as it offers a wide range of available choices and
prices.
INVEST IN SINGAPORE
Investment in Singapore is an ideal long term solution due to the stability and business friendly investment environment and the investor
gets access to a network of free trade agreement and low corporate
tax rates .
SINGAPORE FREE EVALUATION
The applicant has to meet the eligibility parameters. The applicant
has to check his eligibility before applying for the visa. He/she has to
meet the eligibility criteria outlined by the Ministry of Manpower Singapore for Employment Pass Eligibility Certificate.
Opulentus will help you in evaluation of your profile and will choose
the best visa for you . Our more than a decade long experience in
immigration consultancy will help you in getting your Singaporean
visa.
~

Your profile is evaluated by our immigration experts and the best
Singapore visa suited for you is advised.

~

Our expert counselors assist you by giving information and
requirements for Singapore visa

~

We get your visa processed in least possible time.

~

We provide authenticated information on visa processing

~

Our expert professionals who have themselves stayed abroad
will guide you to know the procedures thoroughly.

~

We update you about the visa procedure through regular com
munication.

MALAYSIA
Malaysia is located at the center of South East Asia, neighboring
with Thailand and Singapore . It has world-class telecommunication infrastructure, excellent highways, state-of-the-art health
facilities, and great places to visit like PETRONAS Twin Tower,
Highland-City of Entertainment and many more.
Malaysia is predominantly an agriculture and mining based
economy, but is now going through a transition period of
becoming a multi-sector economy.
Its macro-economic plans will generate more employment opportunities and greater challenges in the various sectors of the
economy.

Services provided by OPULENTUS
The services provided by Opulentus are given below:

MIGRATE TO MALAYSIA
It is a land of opportunities for those who want to explore the known
as well as unknown. Migrate to Malaysia for better and prosperous
future; bring forth your hidden talents to fore for professional growth
and achievements.
STUDY IN MALAYSIA
It is a land of opportunities for those who want to explore the known
as well as unknown. Migrate to Malaysia for better and prosperous
future; bring forth your hidden talents to fore for professional growth
and achievements.
WORK IN MALAYSIA
It is best place to work for both skilled and unskilled immigrants. The
job opportunities are what attracts settlers to migrate to Malaysia as
the standard of living will increase as you get a high pay packages.
INVEST IN MALAYSIA
It is a center of worldwide business activities and well established
businesses. People can invest money without fear of a bad investment as it has a multi-sector economy that is booming and the oil
mining is adding to the lucrativeness.
SETTLE IN MALAYSIA
It is a hub for international trade and other commercial activities and
attracts many settlers who are keen on improving their financial and
professional standards.
VISIT MALAYSIA
Malaysia is always popular for tourist spot, as it is a smallest state
with its unspoilt beauty as well as rustic rural surroundings. And its
warm seas, lush greenery and sprawling paddy fields and so forth
make Malaysia a much sought after place.
MALAYSIA EVALUATION
The applicant who wants to migrate to or work in Malaysia has to
fulfill the eligibility criteria. Opulentus will help you in evaluation of
your profile and will choose the best suited visa for you.
The Evaluation process is essential for screening the potential applicants to verify his or her credentials to qualify for a visa.We evaluate
your resume and let you know about the documents required for the
Malaysian visa .
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OPULENTUS NATIONAL NETWORK
Ahmedabad

Delhi

Bangalore

MG Road

Suite 101 , First Floor,
Time Square,
e.G. Road,
Ahmedabad,
Gujarat - 380009
+91-79 - 33991111
ahmedabad @opulentuz.com

Suite: 911,911 A & 912,
9th Floor, E Block,
International Trade Tower,
Nehru Place,
Delhi - 110019
+91-11-33991111,

21 5-A, KHB Colony,5th Block,

Unit No.1003 & 1004,
10th Floor, Prestige Meridian -II,

49565355
delhi @opulentuz.com

Koramangala Layout,
Near Ganesh Temple,
Behind VLCC,
Bangalore,
Karnataka - 560095
+91 - 80-40997779,

No.30, M.G.Road,
Bangalore,
Karnataka - 560095
080 - 30419910 to 30419919.
mgroad @opulentuz.com

40927879
bangalore@opulentuz.com

Mumbai

Navi Mumbai

Chennai

Hyderabad

Suite 401,402, D- Wing,

Plot No.39/ 2, Unit No.706,
7th Floor, Real Tech Park,
5ector-30A,

8. H 8th floor Gee Gee Emera Id,
312 Va II uva rkotta m High Road,
Nungambakkam,
Chennai,
Tamil Nadu - 600034
+91 - 44-33991111,30589171
chennai @opulentuz.com

Suite: 301,
Babu Khan Mall,
50majiguda,
Hyderabad,
Andhra Pradesh - 82
+91 -40 -44185555
hyderabad @opulentuz.com

Crystal Plaza,
Opp -Infinity Mall,
Andheri West,
Mumbai,
Maharashtra - 400053
+91 - 22 - 3399111,30090762.
mumbai @opulentuz.com

Opp. Vashi Station, Vashi,
Navi Mumbai,
Maharashtra - 400053

Jubilee Square,

Pune

Vizag

2nd Floor, Plot No 1128,
Road No 36, Jubilee Hills,
Hyderabad,
Andhra Pradesh - 500082
+91 - 7702776004,

1st Floor - 143 & 144,

47-10-11 / 10,
First Floor-2 Rednam manor,

9959020712,
9959020719,9959020713.
jubilee@opulentuz.com

Connaught Place,
Bund Garden Road,
Pune,
Maharashtra - 411001
+91 -20-41020400
pune@opulentuz.com

Dwaraka Nagar Second Lane,
Vizag,
Andhra Pradesh - 530016
+91-891-6455556, 6462355
vizag @opulentuz.com

OPULENTUS INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
USA

United Kingdom

Ireland

Australia

33, Wood Avenue South,
Iselin,
New Jersey - 08830,
001 -7326239712.
usa @opulentuz.com

Portland House,
Bressenden Place,
London,
5W1E 5R5,
0044-7850267536.
uk@opulentuz.com

Limerick
98, The Forts,
Dooradoyle,
00353-831026569.
ireland @opulentuz.com

LevelS Nexus Building ,
Norwest Business Park,
Columbia Court,
Sydney,
New South Wales - N5W,
info@opulentus.com.au

Canada
Toronto Parkway Place,
251 Consumers Road,
Toronto ,
Toronto,
Ontario - M2J 4R3,
info@opulentus.ca
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